Akiles Megabind 1E
Electric Legal Size Comb
Binding Machine
Instruction Manual

MEGABIND-1E OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
INTRODUCTION

Congratulations on the purchase of your new MEGABIND-1E, a professional and heavy
duty comb punch and binding machine. Your MEGABIND-1E was carefully designed
with a full range of functions and premium quality components to guarantee an effortless
and professional bind, as well as many years of trouble free service.

IMPORTANT

We recommend that you take a few minutes to familiarize yourself with the functions of
your new MEGABIND-1E. You will find that with just a little practice, anyone can achieve
professional results.

FEATURES

Manual Punch Switch
Continuous Binding
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Foot Pedal

Binding Guide

ASSEMBLY
1. Place your new MEGABIND-1E on top of a sturdy working table.
2. Remove the screw from binding axle. Insert the Binding Handle, in a vertical
position, onto the binding axle and tighten back the screw into the punching
axle (make sure screw is well fastened clockwise).
3. Insert the foot pedal plug into the rear left of the machine.
4. Insert the power cord plug into the rear right of the machine.
5. Make sure the punch throat is clear of any packaging material, turn on the
power switch in the rear of the machine, and press foot pedal to test punching.
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Keep fingers, hair, jewelry, necktie and any loose clothing or objects away
from the punch throat.
Do not allow children to operate the machine. The MEGABIND-1E is not a
toy.
Always turn switch-off and place foot pedal out of reach when machine is not
in use.
To reduce the risk of electric shock, never operate the MEGABIND-1E near
water.

